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Due to increasing violence in Latin American countries, the
flow of immigrants seeking asylum in the United States has
risen. In our research we look into possible legal
consequences of the practice of separating immigrant
families. Through the analysis of scholarly articles and legal
documents we found that oftentimes, undocumented
immigrants lose parental rights while being detained by the
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), due to lack of
coordination between Family Law and Immigration Law.
Findings in this study reinforce the urgency to find solutions
to this problem.
Abstract
The immigration issues of unauthorized immigrants are
governed by the Federal System, but their parental rights fall
under the Family Justice System which is state managed. The
Family Justice System is mainly parent-child focused while
the Immigration Detention System is enforcement focused.
The Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 (ASFA)
requires state agencies to file a petition to terminate parental
rights when a child has been in foster care for 15 of the most
recent 22 months; some states use shorter periods.
Termination of Parental Rights (TPR) ends the legal parent-
child relationship allowing government agencies to place
children for adoption. There are many grounds for
involuntary TPR established by law. The grounds pertinent to
our study is Abandonment of the Child, which typically
means failure to communicate with the child for a specified
period of time. Increasingly, fit undocumented immigrant
parents find themselves entangled between the Family Courts
System and the Immigration Enforcement System, resulting
in the loss of parental rights due to circumstances beyond
their control.
Introduction
We collated data from various sources: statutes, legal
documents, law journals, scholarly law reviews, child
welfare government websites, and studies in Family Law,
Child Welfare and Immigration Law; identifying issues that
demonstrate a disconnect between Family Law and
Immigration Law.
Method
Detained parents facing Termination of Parental Rights
proceedings in family courts experience the following
obstacles to disprove Abandonment of the Child:
• Federal Law requires that state agencies make reasonable
efforts to provide services like counseling and parent
education to prevent the removal of children. Family
court judges have held that undocumented status does not
excuse failure to comply with child welfare service plans,
but programs or training are not offered in ICE’s
detention facilities. In addition, Child Protective Services
(CPS) workers often have little insight into the
Immigration Enforcement System, making it almost
impossible to aid parents in detention.
• Although parents’ immigration status is not a direct cause
for Termination of Parental Rights, the detention of
unauthorized immigrants in federal custody pending
immigration proceedings is repeatedly treated in family
courts as parental abandonment, per Adoption and Safe
Families Act of 1997.
Results
We found a fracture between Family Law and Immigration
Law, between the State System and the Federal System.
Adjustments are needed to keep families together by making
the legal challenge of Termination of Parental Rights possible
for detained undocumented immigrants. Some solutions are
providing the individuals affected with meaningful
assistance, access to family courts and state agencies,
amending applicable legislation, and promoting liaisons
between judges, attorneys, case workers, and immigration
officers.
Discussion
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• Under the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) undocumented
immigrants are barred from entering the U.S. legally for
several years after deportation. This makes family court
judges’ decisions to terminate parental rights easier, since
they see parents facing deportation as having little chance
of legal reentry to reunite with their children.
• After being detained, unauthorized immigrants are usually
moved to different facilities, making it virtually impossible
to attend hearings in family courts frequently located
hundreds of miles away. Maintaining communication with
their children is also a challenge because in detention
access to phones and language services is limited.
